
18 Danks St Waterloo 2017  Ph: 02 9212 6747
Prices are subject to change without prior notification

the name halo refers to the light effect that appears when the sun or moon 
shines through a mist of ice crystals, and is also used to describe the ring of 
light around a holy figure.

‘The project started by experimenting with thick blocks of solid glass and 
LED’s’, De Ceulaer explains. ‘Glass has an interesting optic quality: light 
rays travel through it invisibly’. To emphasize this phenomenon, De Ceulaer 
sandblasted the rounded edges of the thick glass parts. The result is 
staggeringly beautiful. Only the rounded edge lights up, creating a beautiful 
glowing halo that seems to float in space.

Dimensions: W33 x D2.5 x H87 cm

Weight:  4.15kg

Bulb type: internal led pcb

HALO PENDANT LAMP / by Maarten De Ceulaer
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the name halo refers to the light effect that appears when the sun or moon 
shines through a mist of ice crystals, and is also used to describe the ring of 
light around a holy figure.

‘The project started by experimenting with thick blocks of solid glass and 
LED’s’, De Ceulaer explains. ‘Glass has an interesting optic quality: light 
rays travel through it invisibly’. To emphasize this phenomenon, De Ceulaer 
sandblasted the rounded edges of the thick glass parts. The result is 
staggeringly beautiful. Only the rounded edge lights up, creating a beautiful 
glowing halo that seems to float in space.

Dimensions: W33 x D2.5 x H172 cm

Weight:  14.45kg

Bulb type: internal led pcb

HALO FLOOR LAMP / by Maarten De Ceulaer
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the name halo refers to the light effect that appears when the sun or moon 
shines through a mist of ice crystals, and is also used to describe the ring of 
light around a holy figure.

‘The project started by experimenting with thick blocks of solid glass and 
LED’s’, De Ceulaer explains. ‘Glass has an interesting optic quality: light 
rays travel through it invisibly’. To emphasize this phenomenon, De Ceulaer 
sandblasted the rounded edges of the thick glass parts. The result is 
staggeringly beautiful. Only the rounded edge lights up, creating a beautiful 
glowing halo that seems to float in space.

Dimensions: W33 x D2.5 x H40 cm

Weight:  7.62kg

Bulb type: internal led pcb

HALO TABLE LAMP / by Maarten De Ceulaer
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the name halo refers to the light effect that appears when the sun or moon 
shines through a mist of ice crystals, and is also used to describe the ring of 
light around a holy figure.

‘The project started by experimenting with thick blocks of solid glass and 
LED’s’, De Ceulaer explains. ‘Glass has an interesting optic quality: light 
rays travel through it invisibly’. To emphasize this phenomenon, De Ceulaer 
sandblasted the rounded edges of the thick glass parts. The result is 
staggeringly beautiful. Only the rounded edge lights up, creating a beautiful 
glowing halo that seems to float in space.

Dimensions: W2.5 x D20.5 x H33 cm

Weight:  2.96kg

Bulb type: internal led pcb

HALO WALL LAMP / by Maarten De Ceulaer


